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E
ntering Carpe Diem Barcelona (CDLC) is entering

a bubble within the city, an oasis of sensations

where the decor transports you to a magical world

and the music surrounds you, making CDLC a

place for daydreaming. CDLC has shown a steady evolution

during its ten years of history, always respecting its original

concept, a migration of elegance between nightlife and cuisine.

A unique infusion of Arabic, Indian and Asian culture with

Mediterranean essence, transporting you to a distant world that

invites you to dream and enjoy space. An area of environmental

and ethnic harmony, highlighted by great stone Buddhas and

oriental figures combined and perfectly integrating styles of

Asia, Middle East and Africa. Furniture brought from Bali, India

and Morocco perfectly coexist in a space capable of respecting

all cultures whilst merging into one. Accessories like the pictu-

res of Hindu scenes, scented candles, low tables, lamps, wonder-

ful amber hues and a variety of colourful cushions, give the

space a sense of attention to detail and coordinated elegance.
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A sample of the success of the venue is the large number of

celebrities from around the world who have enjoyed CDLC.

Prince Albert of Monaco, Mick Jagger and the Rolling Stones,

Duran Duran, Yasmin Le Bon, Michael Jordan, Mariah Carey,

Rod Stewart, Jamiroquai, Joaquin Cortes, Carolina Kurkova,

Javier Bardem, Penelope Cruz, Jason Button, Beyoncé, or Sean

Peen who visited the club recently. These are some of the most

prominent names that have passed through its door to dance and

dine. CDLC isn't just about the night; by day you can sample

from the wide menu or take a simple appetiser enjoying sea

views, sit at a table or lie amongst the crowd on lounge cus-

hions. CDLC offers the public of Barcelona the opportunity to

enjoy the the public of Barcelona the opportunity to enjoy the



more exotic experience without leaving the city environment,

365 days a year. Just like the restaurant of CDLC, the fusion of

cultures is also transferred to the world of music that mixes the

best chill sounds, latin or R&B. Modern and pleasant music for

all tastes. Carpe Diem feature the best national DJs (Camilo

Franco or Iban Mendoza) and International DJs (Erick Morillo,

Dennis Ferrer and Danny Tenaglia).
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